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101.10 Exradii of the triangle and Euler's Inequality
The purpose of this very short Note is to give an alternative proof of the
inequality  which establishes a fundamental relation between the
circumradius  and the inradius  of a triangle .  In our proof we use the
arithmetic mean-harmonic mean inequality, which can be seen as a special
case of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.  The inequality says that for three
positive numbers , the arithmetic mean  is greater than or
equal to the harmonic mean .  It is very natural with the
circumradius and inradius to consider the exradii of the triangle , , .
As is well known, they are related by the two equations [1]
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ra + rb + rc = 4R + r.
What does not seem to be mentioned is that we can now apply the AM-HM
inequality to these to obtain
(ra + rb + rc) ( 1ra + 1rb + 1rc) ≥ 9,
that is , which is equivalent to Euler's triangle inequality
.  Equality holds for , which in turn implies
, and so the triangle is equilateral.
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101.11 An application of a morsel of Honsberger
Dedicated to the memory of Ross Honsberger
In [1], A. Plaza proves that among all parallelograms whose diagonals
have given lengths, the one with maximum perimeter is the rhombus. Plaza's
short proof uses the law of cosines and the inequality between the root mean
square and the arithmetic mean. This inequality says that if , thenx, y > 0
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.
Feeling that this inequality is not that well-known among geometry students,
I give another short proof below using (the law of cosines and) Apollonius'
medians theorem. Then I show how Plaza's problem follows from one of
Ross Honsberger's seemingly favourite problems.
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